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equivalence for UFA (PTime)

universality for URA (2ExpSpace)
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Universality is easier
Equivalence is easier

Inclusion is easier

First step: universality problem
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in NC2 for finite automata

in 2ExpSpace for register automata

not investigated for:

Universality in unambiguous case is:

pushdown automata

counter automata
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What was known

• decidable for OCN and VASS (wqo)

• Ackermann-hard for OCN

Universality is:

Acceptance by states, 𝛆-transitions allowed
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Results

Theorem
The universality problem in unambiguous case for

2) d-VASS is PSpace-complete for d ≥ 2, binary

3) 1-VASS is coNP-hard, binary

4) d-VASS is in NC2, NL-hard, d ≥ 1, unary

1) VASS is ExpSpace-complete
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Complexity of universality for binary OCN
(coNP-complete? PSpace-complete?)

equivalence, inclusion, co-finiteness problems

for unambiguous

OCN, VASS, counter automata,
pushdown-automata, RA



Thank you!


